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O. In his review of Wenck's voluminous work， Martin (1959) lists 

four problems of Japanese phonology “that have caused di伍cultyin 

analyzing standard Japanese， the dialects， and historical developments 

a1ike." (p. 377). One of these four is what he calls “the y-problem，" 

which involves all the consonants but especial1y the segments [t， d， s， 

z， 5] and the corresponding a妊ricates [t5， dz， ts， dz]. ([z] do巴snot 

occur in Japanese except as a rare variant of [d記].) The y-problem 

is a problem be四 usethe phonological reasoning and symmetry on the 

one hand， and the native intuition regarding the nine segments on 

the other do not exactly coincide. One of the most interesting ways 

the y-dilemma is expressed is the existence of the numerous proposals 

that have been made for the romanization of the Japanese language. 

The orthographic proposals concerning the nine consonants are dis帽

cussed at some length below by way of explaining the nature of the 
1 

y胴problem.
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The best place to start is the Tanakadate-Nippon system: 

(A) 1. sa Sl su se so sya syu syo 

2. za Zl zU ze zo zya zyu zyo 

3. ta tl tu te to tya tyu tyo 

4. da di du de do dya dyu dyo 

The complete parallelism of this solution is impressive， but this or-

thography fai1s to fit the surface phonetics of the language， hence， 

other possible solutions. Kunrei Siki differs from Tanakadate-Nippon 

Siki only in Line (A4)， which is: 

(B) 4. da zi zu de do zya zyu zyo 

This solution is more faithful to the surface structure in the sense 

that it refiects the merge of /d/ and /z/ in five of the eight syllables， 

but the Hepburn開HyoozyunSiki is even closer to the actual phonetic 

r巴a1ity(but not a perfect五t)as shown in (C) : 

(C) 1. sa shi su se so sha shu sho 

2. za )1 zu ze zo )a )U )0 

3. ta chi tsu te to cha chu cho 

4. da zu de do Ja )U )0 

The merging of /d/ and /z/ are re丑ectedin the use of j; simi1arities 

of the conohants in the i-syllable with the a-o-u cases are also more 

faithfully expressed here than in (B). But this orthography. fails to 

refiect the basic五ve-vowelconcept of Japanese in all of the four lines， 

since it introduces two orthographic units for the consonant of Lines 

1， 2， and 4， and three units for Line 3. To preserve the five-vowel 

concept in the orthography somewhat better， Sakuma proposed his 

Maru Siki， which is (D): 
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(D) 1. sa syi su se so sya syu syo 

2. dza dyi dzu dze dzo dya dyu dyo 

This was modined and complemented by the following proposal made 

by Hattori (1951): 

(E) 2. dza Zyl dzu dze dzo dya dyu dyo 

3. ta Cl cu te to cya cyu cyo 

(E2) differs from (D2) only in the i-syllable. (E3) is intended to 

treat the nve幽vowelconcept and the stop-affricate difference of the 

consonants in a relatively巴qualmanner， by not refiecting either of 

them perfectly. The logical consequence of Hattori's Line (E3) would 

probably be a proposal like the foIlowing: 

(F) 4. da ji ju de do Jya JYU JYO 

This， in turn， would give rise to the choice between (G1) and (G2)， 

if the surface merge must be expressed by a single orthographic solu-

tion: 

(G) 1. zyi dzu dya dyu dyo 

2. ji ju Jya JYu JYo 

Hattori a1ready and tacitly chose (G1) over (G2). The consequence 

of this choice is the variety of solutions for the consonants within 

one orthographic system， which is striking when (D1)， (E2)， and (E3) 

are placed together， but especially when the fourth group (E4) of 

eight syllables is placed next to them: 

(E) 4. da zyi dzu de do dya dyu dyo 

In summary， the three major romanization systems propose the 
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spelling units for the consonants as tabulated in (H) : 

(H) a. Tanakadate-Nippon Siki 

b. Hepburn-Hyoozyun Siki 

c. Sakuma-Hattori Siki 

a. s sy b. s sh c. s sy 

Z zy Z dz zy 

t ty t ts ch t d cy 

d dy d d dy 

In any event， if the generative theory is to maintain the thesis that 

“a native intuition. . . should be incorporated into the theory of Japan-

ese in some form，" (Kuroda (1965)， p. 203)， then some justification 

must be found on theoretical grounds for the traditional y四analysisof 

[5， t5， d五].

1. The native intuition dictates first of all that the consonants [t， 

d， s， z]， like all the rest of the consonants， combine with all the五ve

vowels of Japanese /i， e， a， 0， u/， and form four complete sets of 

consonant-vowel combinations， pairing the voiced series with the voice-

less counterparts: 

(1) a. Sl se sa so su 

b. zi ze za zo zu 

(2) a. ti te ta to tu 

b. di de da do do 

Secondly， the native idealization posits the same voiced-voiceless 

correspondences for the a妊ricates，which combine with the last three 

of the five vowels: 

(3) a. 5a 50 5U 

b. ja jo ju 
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(4) a. ca co cu 

b. ja jo ju 

(3b) and (4b) are phonetically identical in almost all the dialects and 

correspond to the fricative [51 in (3)， and to the affricate [c] in (4). 

Despite this fact， the native interpretation of Japanese phonology finds 

no di伍cultyin establishing the two parallel sets of voiced-voiceless 

series exactly this way. Thus (1)-(4)， to the Japanese mind， is a neat 

symmetry. 1t is not only in the syllabary chart that the voiced-voice司

less correspondence is symmetrical. There is a large number of 

morphophonemic alternations of the following type: 

(5) a. toki ' time ' sio-doki 

b. sika ' deer ' ko・zika

c. ni-suN 'two inches' saN引 lN

'high time' 

'small deer' 

‘three inches' 

To account for a large number of voiced-voiceless consonant alterna司

tions in the language， and to reflect the native intuition， the phono四

logical theory of Japanese must devise parallel solutions for the voiced 

and the voiceless series of CV combinations in so far as the conson-

ants have the axis of voice. Otherwise， the theory will (1) complicate 

the description of morphophonemic alternations based on the feature 

[::1:: voice]， and (2) fail to reflect the native speaker's competence re圃

gearding this feature. 

2. Another important factor in the native competence is that there 

are two series of vowels， the first comprising all the五vevowels /i， 

e， a， 0， u/ and the second only the last three. The second series may 

be distinguished by the feature [+ back] ， while the first series in-

cludes both [十 back]and [-bac日 vowels:
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(6) a_ e a 0 u........ [::1:: backJ 

b. a 0 u............. [+ backJ 

The [+ back l vowe1s occur after both non-pa1ata1 consonants [p， b， 

m， n， k， g， h， r] and their pa1ata1 counterparts [pY， bY， mY， nY， kY， gY， 

hY; rY]. In this and the fol1owing section， these eight pairs of pa1ata1s 

and non-pa1ata1s wi11 b巴 discussed;we must postpone our discussion 

on [t， d， s， z， 5] and their a任ricatecounterparts unti1 Section 4. 

Of the two [-backJ vow巴ls，/i/ occurs with the pa1ata1 consonants， 

and /e/ occurs with the non-pa1ata1 consonants. If， instead of (6λ/i/ 

were to be listed a10ng with the [+ backJ vowels of (6b) on the 

ground that /i/ a1so occurs with pa1ata1s， then the vowe1s are to be 

categorized as in (7): 

(7) a. e a 0 u 

h a 0 u 

2 
This classi:fication is against the native intuition. It a1so fai1s to re-

flect the morphophonemic vowe1 alternations in the verbal paradigm 
3 

of the following type: 

(8) a. 'to write' b. 'to knit' 

kaki-(圃masu) ami-(司masu) Po1ite pres. 
kake-(-ba) ame司(圃ba) Prov. 

kaka-(明nai) ama-(司nai) Neg. 

kako圃(-0) amo-(-o) Tent. 

kaku amu Pres. 

The importance of this class of verbs makes the :five-vowel ana1ysis 

of (7a) more convincing as a class. 

The fIve-vowe1 ana1ysis is a1so useful in the following way. There 

are a number of pairs of words in Japanese that are phono1ogically 
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and semanticall y simi1ar to the Eng1ish pairs like lie-lay， rise-raise， 

etc. The pairs in Japanese are also formed by a transitive verb and 

an intransitive verb lexically， and， phonologically， by vowel alternations 
4 

as in the following: 

(9) a. hamaru 

hameru 

b. deru 

dasu 

c. aku 

akeru 

‘to五t'

'to :fit (something) in' 

‘to come out' 

'to push out' 

'to open' 

‘to open (something)' 

The morpholexical structure of this type of alternations must b巴 stud-

ied further in detail. But at :first sight， all the :five vowels seem to 

participate in this phenomenon. For that reason， it is inter邑stingto 

have a :five-vowel 1ists somewhere in the phonological description. 

The three明vowelcategory of (6b) is also highly signi五cantin that 

/y/ appears only before [十 backJvowels as a non-voca1ic element， 
5 

and neither before /i/ nor /e/. 

3. Having thus defended the :five-and three-vowel categorization， 

we are now left with the problem of palatal consonants that occur 

before the vowel /i/: of the five vowels of (6a)， /i/ is the only 

vowel that occurs consistently on the surface preced巴dby a palatal. 

The five圃vowelanalysis thus entai1s the palata1ization rule for the con-

sonants occurring before the vowel /i/. This type of palatalization 

rule， however， is neither unnatural in feature terms nor uncommon 

in phonological analyses of other languages of the world. It is， in 

fact， so natural and common that the generative feature system owes 
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its conception of palatal features to this and simi1ar phenomena. 

(See McCawly (1967)， and Chomsky帽Halle(1968)， pp. 304-308.) A 

consonant， then， is palata1ized in th巴 environment，before /i/: 

(10) Consonantー→ Palatal/一一/i/

In the feature system proposed in Chomsky・Halle(1968)， a consonant 

is non-voca1ic and consonantal， while a palatal nature of a sound is 

broken down into three features， high， non-low， and non-back. All 

the three f己aturesof a palatal are shared by the vowel /i/. In the 

featur巴 notationof Chomsky-Halle， therefore， (10) is rewritten as in 

(11) : 

(11) [-wcaK1dgh1[consonantal 
1-→ 1-low 1/一一十 high

十 obstruentI I -back I I -back 

The feature [-lowJ of /i/ is redundant and therefore excluded from 

the rule. (11) applies not only to consonants before /i/ but also to 

those before /y/ for the reasons explained immediately below. To 

permit both /i/ and /y/ to qua1ify as environment for Rule (11)， the 

rule does not include [+ voca1icJ in its feature speci五cationof the 
6 

segment in the environment. 

The surface palatals that occur before the [+ back] vowels are not 

the same in nature as the palatals that occur before /i/. Palatals 

and non-palatals do not contrast before /i/， but they do before [+ 

backJ vowels: 

(12) a. kookai 

kYookai 

b. moo 

‘open to the pu blic ' 

'church' 

'already' 
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c. sakai 

sakai 
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‘strange' 

‘boundary' 

‘society' 
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It seems reasonable， therefore， that the palatals which occur before 

[+ backJ vowels be posited in the under1ying form. This means that 

there are two distinct sources for the surface palatal consonants: (1) 

the underlying palatals that occur b巴fore[+ backJ vowels， and (2) 

the palatals that are derived from the non-palatal counterparts when 

these occur before /i/. The underlying palatals may be posited in 

the form /CY /， which undergoes the same Palatalization Rule (11). 

This technical framework of generative phonology accommodates both 

the native speaker's intuition regarding the vowel categorization (6) 

on the one hand， and the phonetic distribution and contrast of pala-

tals on the other 

This is a useful device for the purpose of accounting for the phe-

nomena related to the verb paradigms such as (8) and (9). All the 
7 

five-vowel verb stems， including those in (8) and (9)， end with a non-
8 

vocalic segment. If the palatal consonants in the verb stems were to 

be represented in the underlying forms of these stems， then there 

would have to be two stems for each verb， such as /kak/ and /kakY / 

‘to write，' etc. This obviously means twice as long a list of verb 

stems. A far more serious defect in this kind of description， how-

ever， is that it overlooks the regularity or predictaei1ity of consonant 

palatalization before /i/ and /y/ in the entire language. 

Also， the pairs of verbs in (9) would become less perfectly related 

in underlying forms， and in fact no more related than pairs of words 

such as those in (12)， which means not at all related; thus the de-
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scription fai1s to reflect the native intuition that the words in (9) are 

related and those in (12) are not. 

If the surface palatal consonants in the verb stems such as those in 

(8) and (9) are not to be represented as palatals in the underlying 

forms， the only remairung alternative is to derive them in the manner 

formulated in (11). 

4. Rule (11) is su伍cientto produce the palatal counterpart for the 
9 

consonants /p， b， m， n， r， k， g， h/. But for /t， d， s， z/， Rule (11) 

produces only intermediate sounds which do not occur in the surface 

phonetics of Japanese. These four intermediate entities wi11 be called 

α， s， r， and (J respective1y for convenience. The input segments to 

Rule (11) are shown below in Table (13a)， and the output of (11)， 
10 

jn (13b). 

Rule (11) leaves the features of the categories 2， 3， and 4 intact. 

(13) a. 

A. B. C. 

p b m n r t d s z k g h 

high 一一一一一 一一一一 十+一
1. back 一一一一一 一 一一一 +十一

low 一一一一一 一 一一一 一一十

anterior + + + + + 十十++ 
2. 

coronal 一 一 一 + + 十++ + 

contmuant 一一++一 一一 + + 一一+
3. 

strident 一一一一一 一一+ + 

voca1ic 一一一一一 一 一一一
4. 

con回 nantal + +一一一 + + + + +十+
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(13) b. 

A'. B'. C'. 

pY bY mY nY rY 出 F T 
。kY gY hY 

high + + + + + +十十+ + +十

back 一一一一一 一一一一

low 一一 一 一 一 一一一一

antenor + + + + +1+ +十十
2. 

coronal 一 一 一 ++ + 十十十

continuant 一 ++ 一一+十 一一+
3. 

strident 一一一一一 一一 ++ 

vocalic 一一一一一 一一一一
4. 

consonantal +十一一一 十 +十+ +十十

If the segments α， [3， T， and o existed in the surface structure， they 

would sound like the palatals in Russian; since they do not occur in 

the Japanese surface structure， they must further be processed in the 

manner described below. 

First of all， the surface segments corresponding toα， [3， T， and o 

are all non-anterior， so the output (13b) of Rule (11) must undergo 

a rule 1ike (14): 
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The feature [+ consonantal] is necessary to prevent [nY， rY] from 

undergoing this rule. The output segments of Rule (14) are tabulated 

below in (17a). Rule (14) turns r into [8]， which is the terminal 

represetation for this segment.α， {9， and o are now changed into αう

[3'， and o' respectively， all of which are non-anterior. The first two 
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must further go through a rule that changes them into strident seg-

ments: 

(15) [+coronal 「
]一印刷/ ー叫h

+ consonantaU L -back 

The. segments a' and [3' have now become the terminal [c， j] as shown 

in (17b). But /]' which is acontinuant [z]， is rea1ized in most dialects 

as an a妊ricate，which is non-continuant. Therefore， for the majority 

of dialects， the rule (16) is needed: 

(16) r + continuantl r -consonantall 
1 -ト voice 1-→[-continuantJ/一一一|十 high
L-nasal J l-back J 

The features [十 voiceJand [-nasalJ are necessary to exclude [s， 

h] and [m， n] respectively. The input feature specifications of the 

Rules (14)， (15)， and (16) are made in such a way that al1 the seg-

(17) a. Output of Rule (14): 

anterior 

coronal 

い
己
ド
ピ
ト
ト
一

+ 十 十
↑
+
+

s' S d' 

i continuant 

strident 

十

十

b. Output of Rule (15): 

e J 

antenor 

coronal 十 + 

continuant 

strident + 十
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(17) c. Output of Rule (16): 

antenor 
2. 

coronal 十

contmuant 

strident + 

ments of Category B of (13a) (and no other segments) wi11 automat咽

ically qualify to undergo thore rules. The output of the three rules 

are shown in (17a)-(17c) respectively. 

The ensemble of the Rules (14)， (15)， and (16) wi11 be called the 

Frication Rules for practical purposes. Given this set of Frication 

Rules， it is now possible， for instance， to posit a unique underlying 

form of a verb stem， even when it involves a segment of Category 

B of (13a). This is i11ustrated by the following two examples; 

(18) a. 'to add' /tas/ 

tasi-(-masu) 

tase-(-ba) 

tasa-(-nai) 

toso・(-0)

tasu 

b. 'to stand' /tat/ 

tati-(-masu) 

tate-(箇ba)

tata-(-nai) 

tato・ふ0)

tatu 

This corresponds to the examples listed under (8). By undergoing 

the Frication Rules， the forms in (18) change into the correct surface 

representatlOns. 

The set of Frication Rules proposed h邑recreates two distinct routes 

via which the voiced affricate [j] of the surface structure is derived: 

(19) a園 /d/一→ s-→グー→[j]

b. /z/一→a-→グー→日]
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It is useful to have these two distinct ways of obtaining the surface 

affricate. They refl.ect the native intuition about the underlying par. 

alle1ism of (1) and (2) by allowing both /d/ and /z/ to occur with 

all the five vowels of Japanese. At the same time， the surface 

merger of /d/ and /z/， which is automatic and therefore part of the 

native comp巴tence，is refl.ected in the phonological rules of derivation. 

Besides， for the few dialects where日i]and [五i]are distinguished， this 

:lolution allows the possibi1ity of eliminating Rule (16)， the last detail 

rule added most recently in the historical development of the surface 

forms. 

Furthermore， corresponding to the intransitive.transitive pairs of (9) 

are examples such as (20) that inyolve the surface affricates: 

(20) a. odiru ‘to feel threatened' 

odosu ‘to threaten' 

b. toziru ‘to close' 

tozasu ‘to close (something)' 

c. tatu ‘to stand' 

tateru ‘to cause to stand' 

d. mitiru ‘to become full' 

mitasu ‘to fill' 

The related nature of these pairs of verbs would not be refl.ected in 

the underlying forms unless the derivational processes (19a) and (19b) 

existed in the phonology of Japanese. 

5. One additional detail relatedto the Frication has to do with 

the three /u/-cases in (1) and (2) : /zuん/tuんand/ du/ are realized 

on the surface as [dzu]， [tsu]， and [dzu] respectively. These have 

nothing to do with the Palatalization of (11)， but they must undergo 
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some form of Frication Rules. The feature specifications of the input 

to such a rule are tabulated in (21a) ， and the desired surface targets， 

in (21b): 

(21) a. 

d s z 

high 

1. back 

low 

anterior 十 T 十
2. 

coronal + 十 十 十

continuant 十 + 
3. 

strident + + 

b. 

dz dz 

anterior + + 
2. 

coronal + + 

continuant 
3. 

strid巴nt !十 + + 

/s/ in (21a) requires no change. /t/ and /d/ must become strident， 

and /z/ must become non-continuant. Notice that the ear1ier Frica-

tion Rule (15) can apply to /t/ and /d/ of (21a) with only a s1ight 

modi五cationon the conditions of its application: (15)， which applies 

only to the consonants before /i/， now must apply both before /u/ 

and /iんorbefore the [+ highJ vowels. 
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The Frication Rule (16) also app1ies to /z/ befor巴 /u/with exactly 
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the same modification in th巴 specificationof its environment: 

(16') r十 continuantl r -consonantall 
I-nasal 1-→ [  - continuantJ/一一
L + voice J L + high J 

The modified Frication Rules (15') and (16') give two routes (19う

via which a surface [dzu] is derived: 

(19う a. /du/ b. /zuj 

(15') dzu 

(16つ dzu 

In the few dialects that retain the [zu] : [dzu] distinction， Rule (16') 

can easi1y be dropped， being the last detai1 rule added to the phonology 

of Japanese. 

In many dialects of Japanese， /z/ undergoes a Frication Rule and 

becomes [dz] before /e， a， 0/， as well as before /u/. For these dia-

lects (16勺 canbe modi五edas in (16勺 onthe condition that (16") 

apply after the Palatalization Rule (11): 

(16'つ「十 continuantl
1-nasal 1-→[-continuantJ/一一ー[+vocalicJ 
1+ voice J 

The ordering condition is necessary to prevent /z/ before /i/ from 

becoming [dz]. Once Palatalization Rule applies to /z/， it can no 

longer und巴rgoRule (16")， so that (16'うchanges/z/ into [dz] before 

the four vowels / e， a， 0， u/. 

The set of rules proposed here provides a way of accounting for 

the distinction between the following two words: 

(22) a. tikai 

b. tukai 

， near' 

‘errand' 
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Martin (1959) (p. 379) points out that when juj and ji/ between 

the voiceless consonants are devoiced and even absent from the sur-

face utterance， the distinction between these two words relies solely 

on the [ts] : [c] distinction as in (23): 

(23) a. ckai b. tskai 

By positing (22) as under1ying forms， and by applying the Palataliza-

tion Rule (11) to (22a)， and the Frication Rule (15う toboth (22a) 

and (22b)， as shown in (24)， it is possible to account for (1) the 

native intuition， (2) the sound distinction， and (3) the surface distri-

bution of the two a妊ricates[ts] and [c]: 

(24) a. jtikaij 

Rule (11): tYikai 

Rule (15う cikai

V-Devoicing :13 c!kai 

V-Truncation :13 ckai 

b. jtukaij 

tsukai 

tsukai 

tskai 

6. There are other， more or less related topics that cannot be dealt 

with in the present paper. These are (1) the doublets， (2) the syl-

lable truncation processes， and (3) y-Cand somewhat related w・) in-

sertion cases. The doublets are of the type such as /omoNziruj and 

/omoNzuruj‘to consider important，' jhaziruj and jhazuruj‘to be 

ashamed of，' etc. The syllable truncation is seen when j dewa/‘now' 

is realized as [jaa]， jkaitewaj‘if written' as [kaicaa]， jsite sim乱Qtaj

'finished doing' as [siCimatta] or [sicatta]， etc. The y幽 Corw-) inser-

tion occurs between voweb in words like jbaaij‘case，' Jsiaij‘game' 

and Jguai/ 'condition' when they are rea1ized as [bayai] (or [bawai])， 

[siyai]， and [guwai] respectively. These are certainly related cases 
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but are also sporadic and less systematic. 

Somewhat more systematic cases are the loan wards. Kiparsky 

(1973)， for instance， points out that Japanese interprets English [ka] 

as [kYa] in the loan words corresponding to cajう，captain， candy， etc.， 

but that an older loan word for cabin reflects the fkef interpretation 

in fkebiN/. (p. 113). This must be dealt with in a more comprehen-

sive manner， because other English consonants before [a] vary in their 

interpretations in Japanese: the initial consonants in maρ， ramp， sack， 

etc. are interpreted with no [汁， whi1e jet， check， shirt， etc. are inter-

preted with [yJ. Detailed discussion on these related topics must 

await another opportunity. 

Notes 

1 All the orthographic proposals are discussed in H呂ttori(1951)， pp. 219-

241. His discussion is based partly on the Trager-Smith phonology， and 

partly on the practical considerations of what an orthography ought to be 

like. 

2 See， however， note 5. ・
3 The terms “Polite present，" etc， are borrowed from McCawley (1968). 

See pp. 95ft. Semantically， they refer to the parenthesized particles and 

not to the stems kaki-， etc. or ami， etc.， which simply mean ‘write' and 

‘knit' respectively. The u・formcan occur by it配 lfbut the others are all 

bound forms. 

4 Notice that this is not the same phenomenon as th巴 syntacticsu伍xing

such as causative jsasej and potential jrej as in jhanas司 (s)ase-j‘tomake 

〔回mene)talk，' and joyog-(r)e-j 'to be able to swim.' See Kuno (1973)， 

pp. 138f.， and pp. 296ft. Both words in each pair in (9) can undergo 

syntactic suf五x旦tion:jhamar司(s)日se-rujand jhame-sase-ruj， jde司副se-ruj

and jdas-(s)ase-ruj， etc. 

5 In a recent commercial coinage [i判， the palatal [il occurs before jej. 

The word is pronounced with a prolonged [jJ， so that in some instances it 

sounds almost like [ijel]. The coinage is obviously intended for its West圃
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ernized or b口rrowedfIavor in its sound structure. It is interesting to nか

tice that， of th巴 twovowels /i/ and /e/， the innovating combinations 

tend to be palatals plus /e/ (e.g.; the Japanese words for jet and check)， 

and non-palatals plus /i/ (e.g.， the Japanese word for party)， and not vice 

versa. If loan words make inroads into the Japanese phonological system， 

it is p08sible that Japanese might eventually have the vowel syst巴m like 

(7)， in which case some way of describing this vowel categorization must 

be devisd. 1n order not to exclude that eventuality， the rをlevant part of 

the tentative feature sp巴cificationsof the Japanese vowels will be assumed 

to be as follows: 

high 

low 

front 

back 

+ 

十

e a 0 u 

+ 
十

+ + + 

Given this おaturesystem， (7a) may be d巴scribedas [-front]， and (7b) 

as [砧 front，s back]. For the present discussion， however， the feature 

[土 front]is not necessary and will not be mentioned in the r'巴8tof this 

paper. 

6 Note that in those dialects where [8] and [~] occur before /e/， these pala-

tals do not contrast with their nonpalatal counterpart. Hattori (1951)， pp. 

134f. Thus in th08色 dialects，palatalization rule (11) must apply not only 

to the巴ightconsonants under discussion but also to the fricatives /s/ and 

/z/ before /，邑j. See Note 9 for more on this. 

7 Of the six verbs listed under (9)， the intransitives in the pairs a， and 

c丘re五ve-vowelverbs; in the pair b， the transitive verb is the丑ve-vowel

verb. 

8 The commonly used term “consonant verb" is misleading because the 

stem final segment may well be /w / as in /aw / 'to meet' and /iw /‘to 

say.' Since /w / is [-consonantal]， it is not a consonant in that sense， 

but it is [--'vocalic]. 

McCawley (1968) posits /Hip/ 'to say' (pp. 119f.入 and/warapl 'to 

laugh' (p. 94) instead of /iw I and /waraw / respectively. Which non句
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vocalic segment to posit stem五nallyin the underlying form is not at issue 

her巴 aslong as a stem巴ndswith a [-vocalic] segment. 

9 Actually， a palatalized /h/ is strident in some dialects. For such dialects 

(11) must have additional features as follows: 

(11つ 1-vocalic l 1 + high l 1-consl 
!十 obstruant1 -→|ー low 1/一一|十 h沼hl
Lく十 low) J 1 -back L -backJ 

Lく+strident)J 

Also， for those dialects where [s] and [z] occur before /e/ instead of [s] 

and [z]， (11) must be modi五edas follows: 

(11") 1 -vocalic l 1 + high l 1 -consonantall 
|十 obstruant1-→ 1-low 1/一一|く十 high)
Lく-strid巴nt)J L -backJ L -back J 

10. The nine features specified in thesεtables are the minimum necessary 

for our disccusion h巴r巴. A com plete feature speci五cationmust include at 

least three other features in addition to those listed in (13): voice， nasal， 

and obstruant. The values for the五rsttwo are self-evident. The segments 

included in the tables are all [十obstruant]. This di妊巴rsfrom McCawley's 

feature systen on two important counts: (1) the features [grave， di妊use，

compact]， and [sharp] and not utilized， and (2) instead of McCawley's 

minimal speci五cation system， (13) is a fully speci五edsystem. See Mc-

Cawley (1968)， pp. 88ff. 

11 This is the kind of mechanism described by Kiparsky (1971). 

12 The ordering condition can be replaced by a more precise feature speci-

五cationon the vowel in the environment of Rule (16") : /一一一[+vocalic， 

front] instead of just /一一[十vocalic]. This is another reason why 

[:t front] can be a us巴fulfeature for the vowels. See Note 5. 

13 The Vowel-Devoicing and Truncation Rules are b巴yond the immediate 

scope of the pres巴ntpaper and not discussed in detail. 
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